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the daughters of India suffer a litany of denials

Several factors connive to prevent them from ‘stepping out’



disadvantaged
Women are conditioned from childhood to be
subservient. India ranks 130th amongst 188 countries in
UN’s Gender Inequality Index



A girl has to persuade her own family to do a job.
Her in-laws are more likely to yank her out of the
workforce and into social isolation.
76% of Indians agree that “when a mother works
for pay, children suffer” (World Values Survey)

conservative 
social mores 



Female participation in workforce is down from
35% in 2005 to 26% in 2016.
Even Bangladesh and Vietnam fare better!

employment
opportunities



The default position is for women not to work unless
there’s a financial need. A family’s social standing partly
derives from women being able to stay at home. Such
social restrictions become more rigid higher up the
caste hierarchy.

Our women contribute 17% to our GDP compared to
the world average of 37%.

default mode:
stay-at-home



41% of Indians think that married women shouldn’t work.
This nips many careers in the bud.

marriage- the
end game



Spiraling crime rates against women is a key reason why India
is the most dangerous country for women as per Reuters
global survey

women’s safety



Denying women access to jobs 
has held back India’s economy

IMF estimates that equal participation of women in the 

workforce will increase India’s GDP by 27 percent.



Of all human hierarchies, the idea of gender 

is the most enduring and bewildering -

firmly embedded into culture. 



But cultures are malleable, and how?

With millions of women starting to work, 
tiny unseen rebellions are triggering 

massive social change. 

This "stepping out" will have an exhilarating 

snowball effect on old, settled patriarchies. 



Dainik Jagran decided to lay the ground to imagine a 
world where gender doesn’t define a person. 

We created a platform from 
where daughters of India are 
heard, valued and spoken to.



This was our campaign
“Daughter’s Diary”

The campaign gave voice to 
women breaking away from 

hackneyed traditions, warped 
social thinking and double 

standards of morality that block 
their contributions to the 

country. 

Objectives

Lend a 1st

person voice 

on the gender 

issue

Challenge rigid 

gender 

stereotypes

Not sell more 

copies, but 

propel Dainik

Jagran as an 

agenda-setting 

newspaper

We attempted to build public 
opinion to sweep aside 

anachronistic and decadent 
cultural elements, and rebuild the 

vitally, progressive ones, to 
equalize the bargaining power 

between genders.



Women
Empowerment

Environment
Conservation

Water
Conservation

Poverty
Eradication

Healthy
Society

Educated
Society

Population
Management

The programme was in alignment with the 7 principles of Dainik Jagran – it is from 
these that we get our Brand Purpose. 

These Principles are at the core of our editorial philosophy . 
Affirmative action here is linked to the real progress of our nation.

Action in this area was therefore an 
imperative to build any emotional connect 
with people – as this comes straight from 
the brand’s purpose of existence.



Central to our strategy was creating 7 inspirational 

video stories featuring 17 women who challenged 

gender stereotypes and embarked on jobs that were 

hitherto ‘pre-ordained’ as male preserves. Some of 

them were Plumbers, Bus Drivers, Porters, Masons, 

Security Personnel, Teachers of Feminism, Drill 

Operators, Mine workers, and so on.



She runs a 
Shop

Meet Leena Chauhan.
She is the only 
businesswoman in the middle 
of the male-dominated 
largest spice market of Asia. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlBmjGtymXQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlBmjGtymXQ


The story of Maya and Lajawati
– how they became equals in 
the all-male world of porters in 
a small town of India

She is a 
porter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eigho4rHGGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eigho4rHGGY


Here are the stories of Usha 
Vishwakarma from Lucknow and 
Meherunisa from Delhi who believe 
that women have the power to stand 
up against anything

She 
provides 
security

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZIW1x2A5RI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZIW1x2A5RI


There’s no job that women cant do – a 
fact proven by these women transport 
drivers of India. They chose their own 
roads of revolution to change perceptions 
of society

She is  a 
Bus 
Driver

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ME9gx2LiXg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ME9gx2LiXg4


You must have heard of a few music 
bands run by women across the globe 
but these 10 women from Bihar play 
wedding band music (again, an all male 
domain). They didn't leave their crises in 
destiny's hands. 

She runs a 
Music Band

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3La93qWheA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3La93qWheA


Unimaginable strength, indomitable will 
power, extraordinary courage and unbeatable 
spirit probably are the four words that should 
define these four women. They are heroes 
setting examples for other women to take 
inspirations from. And for men too. Watch the 
story of Muni Devi, Purnima Devi, Munni Devi 
and Kalawati Devi at #DaughtersDiary

She is a 
plumber

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NFFa5sfYTTg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NFFa5sfYTTg


Nahida Fatima, the youngest woman principal 
of a Madrasa and Pardada Pardadi Educational 
Society have been walking the trails of 
revolution in female education for a long time. 
Here’s her story of fighting the odds

She teaches 
feminism

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhHgEJA0Aag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhHgEJA0Aag


She 
runs a 
Shop

She is a 
porter

She 
provides 
security

She is  
a Bus 
Driver

She runs 
a Music 
Band

She is a 
plumber

She 
teaches 
feminism

She is many things
These videos had a reach of 8.7mn
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Fueled a 
National 
Conversation 
on Social 
Media



Videos shared in 1062 
Hyper Local Whatsapp
Groups



500 
Facebook 
Posts



And the 
conversations 
continued



The daughter’s newspaper

We invited 35 girls to train in our 
newsrooms and create their version of the 
newspaper. On 11th October – the 
International Day of Girl Child, readers 
woke up to a newspaper edited by the 
Daughters of India. It was a newspaper 
that stirred the collective conscience of 
Indians.



Daughters in our newsroom



The newspaper edited by the Daughters of India
3mn copies of the newspaper reached out to 17mn readers.



Breaking the prison walls 
of culture and stereotypes

We published 188 stories on women 
who challenged gender stereotypes and 
embarked on jobs that were hitherto 
‘pre-ordained’ as male preserves. 

These inspirational stories chronicled 
how they fought resistance from their 
families and society, and stood as equals 
in an unequal world.



Some of the 188 stories published in the newspaper
These stories reached 59mn readers of Dainik Jagran



Creating opportunities 
for daughters

On 11th Oct, we appointed 62 girls as advisors 
to MPs, District Magistrates, and Medical 
Officers for one day. 

This symbolism captured the hopes and 
ambitions of millions of girls, and could 
positively impact ingrained gender inequity. 

These stories reached 17mn readers.



Daughters as Advisors



Listening to daughters

On 11th October, we asked 1150 girls across 
India to express what being a woman meant to 
them. Their messages resonated hope, 
ambition, courage, and the will to overcome.



Daughters expressing themselves



Impact on Brand

Dainik Jagran had the Highest
- Brand Awareness Score
- Brand Satisfaction Score
- Brand Preference Score
- Intention to Read Score
- To Recommend

Source : Brand Study Dec 2018

Brand Imagery scores move up : We outscored 
competition across all parameters by an 
average of 37%
- “This newspaper is inspirational/motivational “
- “This newspaper takes on relevant issues”
- “This newspaper brand is a market leader”
- “I look forward to getting this newspaper”
- “This newspaper makes me a better citizen”
- “This newspaper gives me a chance to make a difference to society”
- “This newspaper makes me feel my responsibility as a citizen”
- “This newspaper is helping create positive change in society”
- “This newspaper involves communities to come forward to play an active role in 

nation building”



It was a uniquely fulfilling experiment to see the “subject” becoming the “spokesperson”

We took the gender 
issue out of the private 

realm and put it into the 
public sphere. 

We broke the prison 
walls of culture and 
gender stereotypes

We amplified their 
stories and inspired 
millions of little girls

We listened to 
the voices of our 

daughters

We initiated a national 
conversation around 

gender issues, so critical 
to reclaim our humanity.



Yes, we know change will not happen 

overnight, but the longest, arduous of 

journeys begin with a 1st step – and we 

knew we were on the right path.

Play Campaign AV
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